Online social networks (OSN) have today reached a remarkable capillary diffusion. There are numerous examples of very large platforms people use to communicate and maintain relationships. People also subscribe to several OSNs, e.g., people create accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and so on. This phenomenon leads to online social internetworking (OSI) scenarios where users who subscribe to multiple OSNs are termed as bridges. Unfortunately, several important features make the study of information propagation in an OSI scenario a difficult task, e.g., correlations in both the structural characteristics of OSNs and the bridge interconnections among them, heterogeneity and size of OSNs, activity factors, cross-posting propensity, and so on. In this article, we propose a directed random graph-based model that is amenable to efficient numerical solution to analyze the phenomenon of information propagation in an OSI scenario; in the model development, we take into account heterogeneity and correlations introduced by both topological (correlations among nodes degrees and among bridge distributions) and user-related factors (activity index, cross-posting propensity). We first validate the model predictions against simulations on snapshots of interconnected OSNs in a reference scenario. Subsequently, we exploit the model to show the impact on the information propagation of several characteristics of the reference scenario, i.e., size and complexity of the OSI scenario, degree distribution and overall number of bridges, growth and decline of OSNs in time, and time-varying cross-posting users propensity.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, online social networks (OSN) have become a key medium for information diffusion and amplification. There are countless daily examples of news, rumors, and emotions that use OSNs to spread and reach a large number of people throughout the whole world.
A fraction of people subscribe to multiple OSNs (we term them as bridges) and represent the key elements of an online social internetworking scenario (OSI). Bridges have the capability to 13:2 R. Gaeta cross-post information received from a given OSN to a subset of the other OSNs they are part of; they actually allow the information to use additional pathways to diffuse and to reach more users.
Modeling and analysis of information spreading in an OSI scenario are crucial to understand the impact of different system parameters on the diffusion process. Nevertheless, it is a difficult task, because OSNs are numerous, large, heterogeneous, and interconnected. From the topological point of view, correlations in both the structural characteristics of OSNs and the bridge interconnections among them pose a difficult challenge to both modeling and efficient analysis. Moreover, user-related factors such as users activity, and cross-posting propensity interact with this complex topological scenario thus making the analysis even harder.
Simulation and/or measurement-based analysis have been carried out but are either very complex or partial due to the size of each OSN and to the complexity arising from the bridge-based interconnection of several such complex systems.
Paper Contribution
The main contribution of this article is the development of a tractable mathematical model for the analysis of information propagation across multiple OSNs. This problem is highly complex because of many factors: structural heterogeneities of each OSN, bridges that interconnect them, and heterogeneities associated with users such as their activity patterns, interests, and propensities.
In particular, we propose a directed generalized random graph-based modeling framework to study the number of accounts in all OSNs composing the OSI scenario that receive an information originating from an OSN. In this case, information travels inside the originating OSN and crosses OSN boundaries thanks to cross-postings operated by bridges.
To this end, we include the relevant topological feature of each OSN by representing them as directed generalized random graphs with correlations among nodes degrees; we also describe the bridge interconnection among OSNs by means of the probabilities a node belongs to any pair of OSNs that compose the OSI scenario. As far as the user-related factors are concerned, we consider the information spreading process originating from a randomly chosen node in a given OSN taking into account users activity, interest, and propensity to cross-post the information to other OSNs.
All the model parameters are OSN specific therefore heterogeneity of the OSI scenario is readily included in the model specification. The numerical model solution complexity allows to consider an OSI scenario composed of several large scale OSNs.
Validation is performed by running simulations on real snapshots of interconnected OSNs in an OSI scenario [5] : We will prove that the model predictions are reliable and accurate on large-scale topologies we obtain through a graph magnification operation. We successively use the model to investigate the impact of several system parameters to the size of diffusion of information in a reference OSI scenario. In particular, we consider the impact of the • size and complexity of the OSI scenario, • degree distribution and overall number of bridges, • growth and decline of OSNs in time, and • time-varying cross-posting users propensity.
We observed interesting relationships between degree distribution and overall number of bridges on the actual information propagation as well as non-monotonic behavior when popularity of OSNs evolves in time.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our system and formalizes all relevant concepts, Section 3 presents the mathematical derivation of the generalized random graph model we developed, Section 4 contains model validation through simulation, as well as model exploitation, Section 5 discusses related works, and in Section 6, we draw conclusions and outline ongoing activities that extend the current work.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we set up the terminology and notation we adopt to describe and formalize the topological organization of the OSI scenario we consider; we then illustrate the information spreading process and the user-related factors we include in our modeling and analysis.
OSI Topological Organization
The OSI scenario we consider is composed of a set of X OSNs. Users may subscribe to a subset of them; we denote a user who subscribed to multiple OSNs as a bridge while we denote a user who owns only one account in only one OSN as an island. In the following, we denote as X the index set X = {1, 2, . . . , X }, and we use lowercase letters x, y, and w to identify OSNs in X.
We consider users that subscribe to an OSN and create one account; for the sake of simplicity, we assume a user creates only one account in a given OSN. Users establish contacts between their account and others in the OSN (outgoing contacts); contacts from other accounts are termed as incoming contacts. Then, ∀x ∈ X we denote as d x a pair of nonnegative integers d x = (i x , o x ) to represent that an account in OSN x has i x (o x ) incoming (outgoing) contacts from (to) other accounts; we term d x as the account degree and i x (o x ) as the in-degree (out-degree).
The interconnection among OSNs is realized by means of bridges co-located in multiple OSNs. Bridges represent only a fraction of the whole set of accounts in an OSN; the interconnection strength depends on the fraction of accounts in each pair of OSNs in X as well as on the bridges degree in both.
Formalization.
We describe each OSN in X as a directed generalized random graph [2] ; its topology is described by the degree distribution {p(d x )} that represents a partition of accounts in OSN x that is based on the number of contacts they have.
Unfortunately, degree distribution is not enough to account for the many existing correlations in the OSN topologies, e.g., References [8, 16, 23] . To this end, we complement the topology description of OSN x by considering probability distribution {p(d x |d x )}, i.e., the probability that a randomly chosen degree d x account has an outgoing contact pointing to a degree d x account.
The formalization of the interconnection among OSNs is realized by the concept of strength between any pair of OSNs. Formally, ∀x, y ∈ X such that x y, we denote the strength of the connection of OSN x towards OSN y through d x and d y degree accounts as b (d x , d y ), that is, the joint probability that a randomly chosen account in OSN x has degree d x and it is at the same time a degree d y account in OSN y. Please note that
• strength is not a symmetrical concept therefore, in general,
• strength of connection between OSN x and itself is clearly
0 otherwise.
Information Propagation Process
We focus on an information originating from a randomly chosen account in OSN x; we denote this triggering account as the information origin. We consider diffusion occurring thanks to forwarding actions taken by accounts to share information with their outgoing contacts. To this end, both the origin and an intermediate account select outgoing contacts to forward them the information. Actual selection of outgoing contacts depends on many parameters; in the following, we describe what we believe are the most influential.
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• Information content: users forward information if they are interested in the content [22, 32] . Interest is also an OSN-specific concept, e.g., gossip news could be of little interest to Linkedin users.
• Information age: previous works, e.g., References [7, 35] suggest that users forward information with a propensity that is a function of the information age and it is also content specific.
• Forwarding mechanism offered by OSNs: the forwarding mechanism is OSN dependent. For instance, in Twitter tweets and re-tweets are meant to be received by all outgoing contacts of a forwarding account while Facebook allows one to define subsets of contacts to be included in the information sharing. Also in this case, interest in information might have an impact on the size of the subset of contacts with whom to share the information.
Another important issue in the diffusion of an information is related to users activity [21, 26, 28, 31] . Indeed, all the forwarding actions we previously described can be taken only by active users, i.e., users who access their account and carry on activities on it.
Finally, in an OSI scenario information can cross the OSN boundaries and diffuse in an OSN other than the originating one thanks to bridges who cross-post the information [25, 27] . Indeed, the process of switching OSN while sharing information is becoming a basic functionality provided by many platforms and OSN aggregators. Nevertheless, some bridges might operate without the aid of these facilitating tools, e.g., tools that enables users to connect to multiple OSNs with a single authentication, and therefore might be less prone to forward the information.
Formalization.
We abstract the complex process of selection of outgoing contacts to share the information with by assuming that accounts either forward or discard the information based on the result of flipping a coin whose weight is OSN specific, degree dependent, and age dependent [12] . In particular, a degree d x account in OSN x ∈ X forwards the information to a random subset of its outgoing contacts in the same OSN with probability f
(that we denote as the forwarding probability), where t is the information age, i.e., the number of forwarding steps taken starting from the origin. With probability 1 − f
, the information is discarded, i.e., it is forwarded to 0 outgoing contacts.
If accounts forward the information to their outgoing contacts, then information forwarding is probabilistically carried out to a random subset of them. To this end, we model this process as accounts flipping a coin before sending or forwarding the information to an outgoing contact. Also in this case, the weight of this coin is OSN specific, degree dependent, and age dependent. In particular, a degree d x account in OSN x ∈ X forwards the information to one of its outgoing contacts in the same OSN with probability q
(that we denote as the contact selection probability).
Please note that both { f
} are not probability distributions. We represent activity of users of OSN x as the fraction of active accounts over the total number of accounts. We allow this probability to be degree dependent [13] and we denote it as α d x . Here we do not further detail if activity is defined as the daily active users or the monthly active users; the use of one activity index with respect to the other would only affect the actual values of α d x used for analysis.
To represent information cross-posting, we define crossing propensity β d x ,d y , i.e., the probability that a degree d x account in OSN x takes a forwarding action for the information using his/her account in OSN y wherein the degree is d y . Crossing propensity can also be interpreted as an indirect measure of how easily the forwarding action can be taken in an OSI scenario. is maximum, i.e., ∀d
Last, please note that crossing propensities do not form a probability distribution. To ease reading, all the article notation is summarized in Table 1 .
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the generalized random graph-based modeling to represent information propagation in an OSI scenario. In Section 3.1 we derive the mean number of contacts that are potentially reachable from the origin through the OSN networks. We then proceed with the derivation of the mean number of actual contacts receiving the information in Section 3.2.
Potential Propagation
The network of accounts and contacts among them in OSN x is represented as a directed, generalized random graph [24] whose topological characteristics are represented by the degree distribution {p(d x )} and by the probability that a randomly chosen degree d x account has an outgoing contact pointing to a degree
To characterize the mean number of contacts up to distance t that can potentially receive the information, we start by considering a randomly chosen degree
that is the mean number of degree d x contacts t hops away in the same 13:6 R. Gaeta OSN that receive the information. It is a recursive definition that is based on the main assumption that the network of contacts is locally treelike. 1 The base case for t = 1 represents the sum of o x i.i.d. Bernoulli variables whose parameter is equal to p(d x |d x ), i.e., the probability that a randomly chosen degree d x account has an outgoing arc pointing to a degree d x account,
To consider diffusion in other OSNs, i.e., to generalize Equation (1) to the OSI scenario, we assume we randomly select a degree d x account that is an island in OSN x. Equation (2) defines r
that describes the mean number of contacts t steps away whose degree is equal to d y in OSN y that can potentially receive the information. For t = 1 the mean number of contacts in OSN y is equal to c
if x = y and it is equal to 0 otherwise, since we are focusing on an island (the symbol δ x,y denotes the Kronecker delta).
For larger values of t, we must account for the number of contacts in OSN w whose degree is d w after t − 1 steps. A fraction of such contacts is a bridge towards OSN y whose degree is equal to d y (this fraction is given by the ratio
; the contacts potentially reachable in one step whose degree is equal to d y are then considered by the function composition. The overall number is then described by summing over all possible values of w, d w , and d y ,
Please note that Equation (2) simplifies to Equation (1) when X = 1, since in this case we have that
) when x and y coincide and 0 otherwise. The overall number of potentially reachable contacts from a degree d x account that are t hops away can be obtained by summing all contributions from Equation (2) yielding
We now relax the assumption that the information origin is an island in OSN x, and we consider the contribution the origin can give to cross OSN boundaries since the very beginning of the diffusion process. To this end, we complete the description of the potential number of reachable contacts of a degree d x account that are t hops away as the weighted sum of contributions from Equation (3), i.e.,
The final step of our model development allows one to derive the overall mean potential number of contacts up to a maximum distance T receiving the information originating from any account in OSN x. To this end, we define Equation (5) that is obtained by combining all contributions from Equation (4) yielding
The p x,T value represents the mean overall number of contacts in the OSI scenario that can structurally receive the information that spreads through the contact relationships among accounts.
Actual Propagation
In the previous section we derived the mean number of contacts that can potentially receive the information originating from a random account in OSN x by properly combining instances of Equation (2) . Equation (6) is a refinement of Equation (2) that describes the mean number of contacts t steps away in OSN y that actually receive the information originating from a degree d x account in OSN x,
To derive it we considered the
• forwarding mechanism inside a OSN. We used the forwarding probabilities { f
} to represent the possibility accounts discard the information and contact selection probabilities {q
} to represent a random selection of neighbors of forwarding accounts that will actually receive the information. Contact selection probability q
can be understood as the fraction of contacts of a degree d x account that will receive the information whose age is t where ages are represented as the number of hops from the information origin.
• users activity index. To account for the activity index of users, we observe that forwarding takes place only when accounts are actually used therefore: -forwarding occurs only if a degree d w account in OSN w is active (the probability of this event is equal to α d w ); -with the complementary probability 1 − α d w the number contacts receiving the information is equal to zero.
• cross-posting propensity. Information can cross the OSN boundaries only if two conditions occur: A user is a bridge (this is represented by the probability
) and a user decides to forward the information to outgoing contacts of his/her account in another OSN. This latter condition is represented in Equation (6) by the crossing propensity β d w ,d y , i.e., the probability that a degree d w account in OSN w takes a forwarding action for the information using his/her account in OSN y wherein the degree is d y .
Please note that Equation (6) simplifies to Equation (2) when ∀x, y ∈ X, ∀d x , d y , t : q
The overall mean number of actually reachable contacts from a degree d x account that are t hops away can be obtained by summing all contributions from Equation (6) yielding
Since a degree d x account (the information origin) can be a bridge we must take into account the contribution the origin can give to cross OSN boundaries since the beginning of the diffusion process. To this end, we complete the description of the actual number of reachable contacts of a degree d x account that are t hops away as the weighted sum of contributions from Equation (7), i.e., A
The final step of our model development is the definition of the overall actual number of contacts up to a maximum distance T receiving the information originating from any account in OSN x. To this end, we define Equation (9) that is obtained by combining all contributions from Equation (8) yielding
Information Propagation Efficiency
The model analysis requires the definition of some measures to quantify the impact of the OSI parameters on the efficiency of information propagation. To this end, from Equations (5) and (9) we consider the information propagation efficiency as the ratio
This index is actually the relative size of the information propagation and represents a measure of efficiency; the values of s x,T are in the range [0, 1] where s x,T = 1 means all accounts potentially reachable from the information origin have actually received it.
RESULTS
The following section presents a discussion on important issues in model validation as well as the real-world data we exploited to derive the model parameters that define our reference scenario. Finally, we discuss some examples of model exploitation to gain a better understanding of which factors influence information spreading in an OSI scenario.
Issues in Model Validation
Model validation should consider two features: realism and correctness. As for the model realism, ideally validation should be conducted by mining real-world data to obtain values for the topology of each OSN, the bridge interconnection among them, as well as the user-related parameters. Furthermore, once fed to the model solution algorithm, the predicted information propagation should be compared to the propagation actually observed in real-world data. To fully characterize the model realism, these kinds of real-world data should be collected for different types of information, since, as discussed in Section 2.2, information content is one of the most influential parameters in final information diffusion. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, logs of information cascades over a set of interconnected OSNs are not available due to the inherent complexity of tracking down simultaneous spreading over multiple media of an information whose format may adapt to the OSN (we actually believe this is still an open problem in OSN analysis and measurement). Indeed, most of the publicly accessible data are either information cascades on a single OSN, snapshots of contact networks of an isolated OSN, or bridge information (without internal OSN structure) in an OSI scenario. This is not surprising, since simultaneously collecting all these information by means of crawlers is difficult and time-consuming. Nevertheless, data collected in Reference [5] can be exploited to derive all topology-related parameters for our model validation. This leaves us with an arbitrary choice for the user-related parameters; although model realism is reduced, we are still able to evaluate our model correctness in closer-to-reality scenarios. Once correctness is ascertained, our model predictions can be exploited to perform a what-if analysis to gain a better understanding of which factors influence information spreading in an OSI scenario.
Model validation (correctness) is carried out by means of simulations run on the OSI scenario taken from Reference [5] and composed of a set of OSN snapshots as well as their bridge interconnections. Validation through comparison against simulation results is the common and inevitable choice of all previous works, e.g., References [20, 33] .
Dataset Description
Validation of our model relies on the availability of real snapshots of OSN topologies and their bridge interactions to run simulations on them: Data collected in References [5] include both information required for our model validation. In that article, the authors crawled five OSNs, namely Twitter, YouTube, MySpace, LiveJournal, and Google+. They experimented with several techniques to also crawl the bridge interconnection among OSNs and reported results on the distribution of bridges. In particular, the log files 2 after a bit of post-processing provide the possibility to extract all model parameters related to OSN topologies and bridges distribution as defined in Section 2. Table 2 shows the size of each snapshot as well as the number of bridges between each pair of OSNs. Since the analysis in Reference [5] focused on the distribution of bridges, little attention has been paid to coverage of each OSN. As a consequence, the snapshots representing the considered OSNs are small; indeed, it is well known that graph size does affect the computation of the average overall number of nodes reachable from a randomly chosen vertex up to distanceT . For instance, in the case of entirely random undirected graphs with arbitrary degree distribution, one can express this quantity as 1
) t −1 and where z 1 and z 2 are the average numbers of first and second-nearest neighbors, respectively (Section II.F in Reference [24] ). Of course, this formula holds only when this quantity is not close (or does not exceed) the considered graph size. In the case of directed, correlated, and interconnected graphs considered in this article, formulas are more complex (Equations (1)- (5)), but the effect of graph finite (and small) sizes is similar. The OSN graphs used for the model validation are small meaning that their size and degree distributions 13:10 R. Gaeta To cope with the limited size of the snapshots, we devised a graph magnification operation (specified by Algorithm 1 in the article Appendix that increases the size of the graph (the number of nodes) by the magnification factor k. It works by creating k replicas of each node in the original graph; these replica compose the set of nodes V k . For each node in V k the same in/out degree is set. After that, each arc of the original graph is analyzed, and k replicas are added to E k that randomly connect nodes in V k with identical degrees. It can be easily observed that the operation implemented by Algorithm 1 preserves all the topological characteristics of the original OSN contact networks that have been exploited in the model development, i.e., p(d x ) and p(d x |d x ), while yielding arbitrarily larger graphs. A similar replication approach is carried out for magnifying the number of bridges to preserve the original b (d x , d y ) probabilities.
Reference Scenario
The dataset we use allows us to define all the model input parameters related to the OSI topology (see Table 1 ); these parameters are those required to compute the values of Equation (5). To compute values of Equation (9), we also need to define values for user-related model parameters. To this end, we defined a reference scenario whose settings are summarized in Table 3 . We arbitrarily assigned values to f
, α d x , and β d x ,d y ; to simplify the analysis and the management of model parameters, we chose to drop dependencies on both account degrees and information age except for the forwarding probability of origins that is always equal to 1, i.e., ∀x ∈ X, ∀d x , f
Nevertheless, we retained system heterogeneity in the definition of all model parameters.
In particular, we assumed that:
• information interest is low in LiveJournal, medium in YouTube and MySpace, and high in Twitter and Google+ (column f x of Table 3 represents forwarding probabilities); • the size of the outgoing contacts receiving the information is low in both LiveJournal and MySpace, medium in YouTube, and maximum in both Twitter and Google+ (column q x of Table 3 represents contact selection probabilities); • user activity in LiveJournal is low while it is medium in YouTube and MySpace and high for Twitter and Google+ (column α x of Table 3 represents user activity).
As for the cross-posting propensities, we chose to tightly couple all OSNs to both Twitter and Google+ and to loosely couple all other OSN pairs. Clearly, within OSN x propensity is maximum, i.e., β x,x = 1. Although we defined all parameters for all five OSNs, our reference scenario includes only YouTube, LiveJournal, and Twitter (model parameter X = 3); furthermore, the maximum age of information (parameter T in Equations (5) and (9)) is set to three hops from the origin. These choices have been forced by the high computational complexity of simulations required for validation. Indeed, simulations were feasible for large magnification factors only for subsets of three of five OSNs and for rather small values of T . Please note that the complexity of the model solution from parameter T is linear while it is exponential for simulations.
Model Validation
We developed a simulator to represent information propagation on OSN snapshots obtained from Reference [5] up to a maximum information age T . To this end, the simulator activity is organized as follows:
• magnification of OSN snapshots using a magnification factor k;
• allocation and initialization of data structures representing X OSNs and bridge relationships among them; • reproduction of the information propagation from each account n of each OSN x. This activity is simulated by considering the starting account n as the root of a probabilistic breadthfirst visit of the interconnected OSNs whose depth is equal to T . At the tth step of the visit a degree d x account in OSN x decides to forward or to drop the information according to its activity α d x and to the forwarding probabilities f
. Furthermore, if the account propagates the information it does so by using contact selection probability q
to select receiving outgoing contacts. Finally, if the account is also a bridge towards a degree d y account in OSN y then propensity β d x ,d y is used to decide to cross-post the information to OSN y.
Each information propagation operation records the overall number of contacts that received the information. The average of this quantity is computed for each OSN x and is denoted asâ x,T . The simulations are run in 30 independent trials to compute 95% confidence intervals to be compared against Equation (9) computed using as inputs distributions p(d x ), p(d x |d x ), and b (d x , d y ) measured from snapshots in Reference [5] .
Validation has been carried out in two cases:
• first, by setting all user-related parameters of our model ({ f
• then by using parameters that define our reference scenario (summarized in Table 3) to compareâ x,T against Equation (9) (a x,T ). Figure 1 depicts the absolute value of the relative error (defined as |â
|) between the predictions of our model and the same quantities estimated from simulations in the OSI reference scenario composed of YouTube, LiveJournal, and Twitter (other subsets of OSNs provided similar results). It can be noted that simulation results and model predictions are in excellent agreement for the three OSNs we chose as the snapshot size increases. This confirms that our model is well suited for large scale OSNs and is accurate enough to provide trustful predictions on the characterization of information propagation in complex OSI scenarios. The article Appendix further discusses how the graph magnification affects structural properties other than degree distribution and degree correlations and how the network size itself affects the accuracy of model predictions.
Please note that we limited our simulations to only subsets of three of five available OSNs, i.e., X = 3, for managing computational complexity of simulations: indeed, only one simulation experiment for magnification factor k = 20 took an average of 5,400s while the model solution required only 135s on the same computer. Since the time complexity of simulations is exponential with T and X , this means that experiments for larger scenarios take days of CPU time to complete. 
Model Exploitation
This section shows how to exploit the model predictions to gain a better understanding on which factors influence information spreading in an OSI scenario.
Information Propagation in Isolated OSNs.
Here we take a closer look to the model predictions whose accuracy with respect to simulations we discussed in the previous section. To this end, Table 4 shows the impact of the complexity of the OSI scenario on the average overall number of actual contacts that received the information (a x,T in Equation (9)) and the information efficiency (s x,T in Equation (10)). Gray-shaded cells in the first three columns refer to an OSN in isolation and from them it can be noted that information spreads very little and rather inefficiently on both YouTube and LiveJournal but for different reasons:
• for YouTube, this is due to the topological characteristics of this OSN as captured by the snapshots we used; indeed, the average overall number of potential contacts can be obtained from Equation (10) as
) and it is equal to only 24.63 for YouTube; • for LiveJournal, p l j,T = 3, 204.86 (a much higher value) but information spreads very little because of the particularly low values we used for f l j , α l j , and q l j in the reference scenario described in Table 3 .
On the contrary, Twitter has both large values of p tw,T = 15, 574.85 and displays high information efficiency thanks to high values for f tw = α tw = 0.75 and to the broadcast nature of tweets represented by q tw = 1. Table 4 also shows how information spreads when an OSN is part of a more complex OSI scenario. In particular:
Information Propagation in OSN Pairs.
• Propagation of information originating in YouTube (first row) is virtually unaffected by the coupling with LiveJournal. About 90% of the bridges from YouTube to LiveJournal have at least one outgoing contact in LiveJournal (average number of outgoing contacts is equal to 185.261) but have low crossing propensity (β d yo ,d l j is only 0.25 in the reference scenario); furthermore, analysis of information propagation in LiveJournal in isolation highlighted the limiting effect of the values of f l j , α l j , and q l j we chose in the reference scenario. Coupling with Twitter shows limited benefit for information originating in YouTube despite the high value of p tw,T observed for Twitter in isolation. Indeed, this can be explained by noting that about 75% of the bridges from YouTube to Twitter have 0 outgoing contacts in Twitter although the average number of outgoing contacts in Twitter was equal to 400.472 in the snapshots we considered.
• iInformation originating in LiveJournal cannot use YouTube as a mean to reach more contacts, since bridges from LiveJournal to YouTube all have 0 outgoing contacts in YouTube in the snapshots we consider: The final effect is that information cross-posted from LiveJournal to YouTube does not spread any further in this additional OSN. Moreover, also in this case coupling with Twitter shows limited benefit for information propagation: Indeed, about 65% of the bridges from LiveJournal to Twitter have 0 outgoing contacts in Twitter although the average number of outgoing contacts in Twitter was equal to 215.69.
• When information originates in Twitter it gains no benefit from interconnecting to either OSNs despite the non-zero connectivity of bridges from Twitter to YouTube (about 75% of bridges in YouTube have at least one outgoing contact and the average is equal to 112.245) and from Twitter to LiveJournal (almost all bridges in LiveJournal have at least one outgoing contact and the average is equal to 347.214); in this case, the limiting factor is the rather small cross-posting propensity in our reference scenario of Twitter bridges toward both YouTube and LiveJournal, i.e., β tw,yo = β tw,l j = 0.25. Table 4 shows the information propagation size in the complete reference scenario composed of YouTube, LiveJournal, and Twitter. It can be noted that results are (slightly) greater than the isolated and pair cases with results that are very close to those obtained by the interaction with Twitter only. Of course, the explanation we provided to justify results in the OSN pairs case hold in the complete scenario as well. Table 4 is completed with the last columns where MySpace and Google+ are also included in the model analysis. It can be noted that all three reference OSNs observe a marked increase in the values of a x,T , since Google+ is by far the OSN with the largest value of a x,T and all other OSNs have maximum propensity to cross-post the information towards it, i.e., the values of β * ,дo are equal to 1 for almost all OSNs. Furthermore, bridges from all OSNs to Google+ have often non-zero outgoing contacts in Google+ in the snapshots we considered.
Impact of the OSI Size. The shaded column in

Impact of Bridge Degree Correlations.
In the previous section, we observed the key role of bridges in propagating the information in an OSI scenario. In this section, we further analyze their role by first evaluating the values of a x,T in two cases: First, we add new bridges to the reference scenario, and then we modify the degree distribution of the existing ones.
• For the first part of this analysis, we add b add new bridges to each subset of the X snapshots we consider. We choose accounts in each OSN such that their out-degree is equal to d add connections to tune overall bridge connectivity. We then compute probabilities b (d x , d y ) to solve our model. Please note, that this transformation affects the distribution of bridges between OSNs and does not preserve the total fraction of contacts in each OSN that is a bridge, i.e., ∀x, 
is unchanged. Table 5 shows results for the original scenario (the gray shaded column is taken from Table 4 to ease comparison) and the results obtained for increasing values of the degree threshold d bmin . It can be noted that information originating in both YouTube and LiveJournal propagates now to a larger number of contacts as the degree of their mutual bridges increases. In particular, information originating in LiveJournal can now reach an increased number of contacts in YouTube; moreover, despite the low cross-posting propensity of YouTube bridges toward LiveJournal it is now possible for information originating in YouTube to reach a larger number of LiveJournal contacts. Diffusion of information originating in Twitter is only slightly affected, because cross-posting propensity remains low in the reference scenario while degree of bridges in the original snapshots was already high: The average number of outgoing contacts of bridges towards YouTube was equal to 112.245, and it was equal to 347.214 for bridges towards LiveJournal.
We also plotted the values of Table 5 in the graphs of Figure 2 . For YouTube, we note that adding 80 new bridges whose out-degree is equal to 20 is as effective as considering existing bridges with minimum degree d bmin = 10. It takes a lot more bridges to obtain the same effect when d bmin = 100. It can also be noted that for LiveJournal and Twitter increasing the degree of existing bridges is much more effective than adding new low degree bridges to obtain a higher number of accounts that receive the information.
Impact of OSN Evolution.
In this section, we consider the growth and decline of OSNs in time and analyze how the information propagation can be affected by these phenomena. We consider the scenario where bridge degrees exceed d bmin = 100, and we represent time-dependent OSN growth and decline by increasing (decreasing, respectively) the fraction of active users in each OSN. We let user activities depend on time where we denote as α x (t ) the time-varying parameter for users in OSN x. To represent the temporal evolution of user activities, we assume Twitter is declining in time while Youtube and LiveJournal enjoy explosive growth; we refer to Reference [28] , and we set all time dependencies as exponential laws of the kind
In this case, function д x (t ) represents α x (t ), where parameter k max x is equal to α max x (the asymptotic value for α x (t )); parameter h x is set to start at time 0 with α x (t ) = α x as defined in the reference scenario (Table 3) Figure 4 shows that for YouTube and Twitter the decaying activity of Twitter users has a negative impact on the number of contacts reached by the information originating in them. The larger the decay the lower the number of informed accounts. We already observed that information originating in Twitter actually propagates mostly inside it therefore it is rather straightforward to 13:16 R. Gaeta observe a reduction in the values of a tw,T . For YouTube, the increase of the number of internal accounts reached thanks to OSN growth is counterbalanced by the more marked decrease of Twitter accounts receiving the information. For LiveJournal, the phenomenon is a little less intuitive. On one hand, the number of contacts inside LiveJournal that receive the information increases thanks to the time increasing α l j (t ); on the other hand, the number of Twitter accounts receiving the information from it decreases. Depending on the intensity of decaying, i.e., the values of 1 − α max tw , the two contributions either balance or dominate each other. When decaying is marked (1 − α max tw = 0.4) LiveJournal information spreads less in time while for lighter decaying (1 − α max tw = 0.6) propagation increases. The intermediate case (1 − α max tw = 0.5) displays a non-monotonic time behavior where the initial evolution leads to a decrease of a tw,T while as time passes by the average overall number of reached contacts starts to increase again.
Impact of Cross-Posting Propensity.
In this section, we consider how the cross-posting propensity of OSN users [25, 27] affects the efficiency of information propagation. To this end, we again inspire to Reference [28] to set the values of β x,y parameters of our model. In particular, we consider the reference scenario where all cross-posting propensities lesser than 1 evolve in time following an exponential law as in Equation (11); in this case, function д x (t ) represents β x,y (t ) where parameter k max x is equal to 1 for all cases of the reference scenario (Table 3) , where β x,y values are lesser than 1, i.e., β yo,l j , β l j,yo , β tw,yo , and β tw,l j . Parameter h x is set to start at time 0 with β x,y (t ) = β x,y as defined in the reference scenario and to asymptotically reach β max dx,dy . Figure 5 shows that increasing cross-posting propensities has a limited impact on the diffusion of information in the OSI scenario we considered. Indeed, the main forces driving the spread of information throughout OSNs are both the total fraction of contacts in each OSN that is a bridge, i.e., ∀x, d y ) and the degree distribution of bridges as already observed.
RELATED WORK
Information propagation in a single isolated OSN is well understood as supported by a large body of previous work, e.g., References [4, 17, 34, 36] , and by two recent surveys on this topic [14, 15] . Modeling and analysis of information spreading in multiple OSN is still in its infancy although a substantial amount of research has been carried out on the more general and abstract topic of diffusion processes on multilayer networks [29] .
A few articles focused on information spreading in multiple OSNs. In particular, we consider [20] where the authors propose an information diffusion model on multiplex networks with two layers composed of the same number of nodes representing the same group of users. The article makes a lot of simplifying assumptions to be able to derive analytical results. It neglects correlations in the OSN topologies and in bridge interconnections. It does not include any of our user-related model parameters, and it does not provide validation on real snapshots.
A second work we believe is related to ours is Reference [33] , where the authors derive analytical results for a system composed of an overlay and a physical network the information can use to propagate. The limitations of this work are the same as in Reference [20] .
Validation of our model results requires the collection and exploitation of real-world data mined simultaneously from multiple OSNs. This is an arena where several problems related to concepts definition and measurement approaches can still be considered as open. Therefore, only partial real world data are available to modelers, i.e., topological information of the OSI scenario as reported in Reference [5] . The authors of Reference [30] present a clear picture of the current state-of-the-art of studies aiming at mining data on multiple OSNs.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In particular, we provided a directed generalized random graph-based model to analyze the information propagation in a complex scenario where users may subscribe to multiple OSNs becoming bridges that can cross-post information to additional accounts. We modeled the correlations that are often found in the topological characteristics of OSNs as well as the co-location of bridges in multiple OSNs. We also represented the information diffusion process by taking into account user interest in information, information age, forwarding mechanism offered by OSNs, users activity, and cross-posting propensity.
We validated the model predictions against simulations run on real snapshots describing a complex OSI scenario and found excellent agreement for large-scale systems. We also exploited the model predictions to get insights on the information propagation process as a function of size and complexity of the OSI scenario, degree distribution of bridges, growth and decline of OSNs in time, and time-varying cross-posting users propensity. We observed interesting relationships between degree distribution and overall number of bridges on the actual information propagation as well as non-monotonic behavior when popularity of OSNs evolves in time.
The model we developed represents one step forward in the research of information diffusion across multiple OSNs. Some questions remain open and suggest potential directions for further developments. In particular, the model could be extended to incorporate information propagating from multiple originating accounts. This is a difficult problem to cope with, and simple mathematical tools are still lacking.
Any modeling efforts has to face the problem of validating predictions against real measures. Such validation requires the collection and exploitation of real-world data simultaneously mined from multiple OSNs. This is an arena where several problems related to concepts definition and measurement approaches can still be considered as open.
Efficient algorithms for the numerical model solution are required when the size of the OSI scenario under investigation grows. This calls for both approximation techniques (to reduce the computational and storage complexity of the model solution) and ad hoc parallel algorithms exploiting available multi-core processors.
Finally, the model could be used to analyze the propagation of malicious information, e.g., fake news, in a multiple social network scenario with a focus on the dynamic evolution of both the topological structure of OSNs and their bridge interconnection. R. Gaeta
• model predictions on MySpace are always more accurate on the larger snapshot (the one used in this article) when compared to the accuracy obtained on the additional snapshot whose size is just 13 times smaller. It should also be noted that the CC of the smaller snapshot is 5 times the CC of the larger network.
Please note that we observed similar trends also for f , q, α values of the reference scenario as described in Table 3 . In particular, all cases but YouTube (in this case the relative error is 2% for the smaller snapshot and 18% for the larger one) resulted in higher accuracy of the model predictions when larger snapshots were used to obtain the topology related parameters. To conclude, the graph magnification algorithm yields network with increased size and decreased CC: Both have an independent effect on the accuracy of the model predictions when compared to simulations on larger snapshots.
